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1. Report for the candidate: 

Senior 
assistant 
professor 

PhD Ani Angelova Stoilova 

Academic 
position 

Scientific 
degree 

name middlename lastname 

1.1. Meeting the minimum requirements under the Regulations: 

A) The candidate meets the minimum requirements 20 points Х 

B) The candidate doesn’t meet the minimum 
requirements 

0 points  

  
oneoftheanswersgivenis
markedwiththesign "X" 

 
It must be filled in if answer B is marked. The publication activity of the candidate is analyzed. 
The response of the results achieved (quoted) is analyzed. 
 
 

1.2. Relevance of scientific and / or applied research: 

A) The research is relevant. Part 
of the research is pioneering (no 
results are known on the topic by 
other authors) 

8 points X 

B) Research is relevant. Results 
from other authors are known for 
each o fthe topics and / or 
applications studied. 

6 points  

C) Most of the research is 
relevant, but also some results are 
presented that have no scientific 
and / or applied value 

4 points  

D) The smaller part of the 
research is relevant 

2 points  

E) Research is not relevant 0 points  

  
oneoftheanswersgivenismarkedwiththesign 

"X" 
 
The evaluation of the relevance of the research must be substantiated. 
Research is relevant in terms of the importance for society of advances in the biological and 
physical sciences for the manufacture of sensory devices for diagnosis, improvement of 
human health, prevention and treatment 



1.3. Objectives of the research: 

A) Realistic and of scientific and / 
or applied interest 

8 points X 

B) Realistic, but not of scientifi 
cand / or applied interest 

4 points  

C) Unattainable (unrealistic) 0 points  

  
oneoftheanswersgivenismarkedwiththesign 

"X" 
 
Objectives must be specified. The type of the set objectives must be justified 
The objectives/ goals of the research are: Obtaining new, polarization sensitive materials 
and studying their structure and properties. Application of polarization methods for 
visualization of changes in biological tissues. The set goals cover contemporary topics in 
research. The goals are both fundamental and applied. 
 

1.4. Candidate research contributions: 

A) With lasting scientific and / or applied 
response, they form the basis for new 
research and applications 

20 points  

B) They are of significant scientific and / or 
applied interest, complete and / or 
summarize previous research 

16 points X 

C) They are of scientific and / or applied 
interest 

12 points  

D) Lack of significant contributions 8 points 
 

E) Lack of contributions 0 points 
 

  
oneoftheanswersgivenismarked

withthesign "X" 
 
Contributions must be specified. The type of results achieved must be justified. 
The research presented in the competitions is in the areas of:  new, polarization-sensitive 
materials and studying their structure and properties (A) and polarization methods for 
visualization of changes in biological tissues (B). The contributions in direction (A) are of a 
fundamental nature and with an applied orientation in the field of production of new optical 
materials based on chalcogenide glasses or azobenzenes. The fundamental contributions 
are for "Obtaining new, polarization-sensitive materials and studying their structure and 
properties" The results in direction (B) have a fundamental contribution in the field of 
polarization methods for visualization of changes in biological tissues and the accumulation 
of data on changes in polarized light its spread in histological specimens, on the basis of 
which new, non-invasive methods for medical diagnosis are developed. The studies in 



direction (B) have their applied character in demonstrating the possibility, after appropriate 
reconstruction of images obtained with polarized light, to visualize with better contrast patho-
morphological changes in human tissues due to various diseases. 

1.5. Participation of the candidate in the achievement of the presented results: 

A) The candidate has at least an equal participation 
in the submitted papers 

8 
points 

X 

B) The candidate has at least an equal participation 
in most of the submitted papers 

7 
points 

 

C) The candidate has a secondary participation in 
most of the submitted papers 

4 
points 

 

D) The candidate participation is unnoticeable 0 
points 

 

  
oneoftheanswersgivenismar

kedwiththesign "X" 
 
Criticalnotesmustbeprovidedifoneoftheitems C or D ismarked. 
 
 

1.6 Pedagogical activity: 

A) The candidate has effective and sufficient 
pedagogical activity at the university. The textbooks 
issued are modern and useful (they meet the 
requirements of the Regulations). The work wit 
hundergraduate and doctoral students is at a high 
professional level. 

8 points X 

B) The candidate has sufficient pedagogical activity 
at the university. The textbooks issued satisfy the 
requirements of the Regulations. 

6 points  

C) The pedagogical activity and / or textbooks 
issued are insufficient (do not meet the requirements 
of the Regulations) 

0 points  

  
oneoftheanswersgivenism

arkedwiththesign "X" 
 
Critical notes must be provided if one of the items B or C is marked. 
 
 
 
 

1.7. Critical notes: 



A) Lack of critical notes 8 points X 

B) Critical  notes of a technical 
nature 

7 points  

C) Critical notes that would 
partially improve the results 
achieved in a small part of the 
research 

5 points  

D) Critical notes that would 
partially improve the results 
achieved in most of the research 

3 points  

E) Significant critical notes 0 points  

  
oneoftheanswersgivenismarkedwiththesign 

"X" 
 

Critical notes must be provided if one of the answers C, D or E is marked. 
 
 
 

 

1.8. Conclusion 

A) The evaluation of the candidate’s 
activity isPOSITIVE 

This evaluation is assigned 
to a total number of at least 

50 points 

X 

B) The evaluation of the candidate’s 
activity is NEGATIVE 

This evaluation is assigned 
to a total number below 50 

points 

 

  
One of the answers 
given is marked with 

the sign "X" 
 
To be filled in if requested by the member of the scientific jury 
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